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Summertime can can be a relaxing time for some, but it can also cause

stress.  summertime can present extra conflict with our body image.   The

concept of the "perfect" swimsuit body is on the forefront of so many

peoples minds.   This amplifies anxieties about body image, and we can

find ourselves being more critical.  Media can be a huge contributor, with

depictions of summer bodies that seem completely inhumanly possible.  

Current studies show that only 1 in 5 women are satisfied with their body.  

Studies also show 47% of 5th-12th grade girls reported wanting to lose

weight based on images in magazines (ANAD).  

Helpful tips to navigate swimsuit season

-Remind yourself that almost all photos we see of models, and people in

films and on TV are airbrushed, photo shopped, or digitally enhanced. 

 They are not real life.  

-Recognizing that advertisements "for the perfect beach bod" are

marketing strategies to get someone to buy the product. They are not

medically supported or endorsed.  

--Taking a break from social media and situations that can be

uncomfortable can be helpful.

-Surrounding yourself with supportive and positive people.

Try to find a summer activity that brings you joy, and does not cause

unneeded stress.

-Work with your treatment team to navigate negativity with body image.

-Most importantly remind yourself all bodies come in all different shapes

and sizes and healthy looks differnt on everyone!
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are beach bodies

At Living Hope, we use lots of creative ways to talk and do
things that can sometimes be very difficult. Whether it's

shattering negative self talk or doing food exposures.  Call us
today for a free and confidential intake assessment to start

your journey to recovery. 833-206-6921
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